We present elemental abundance results from high resolution spectral analysis of three nitrogen-enhanced barium stars. The analysis is based on spectra obtained with the FEROS attached to 1.52m telescope at ESO, Chile. The spectral resolution is R∼48000 and the spectral coverage spans from 3500-9000Å . For the objects HD51959 and HD88035, we present the first time abundance analyses results. Although a few studies are available in literature on the object HD121447, the results are significantly different from each other. We have therefore carried out a detailed chemical composition study for this object based on a high resolution spectrum with high S/N ratio, for a better understanding of the origin of the abundance patterns observed in this star. Stellar atmospheric parameters, the effective temperature, surface gravity, microturbulence and metallicity of the stars are determined from the LTE analysis using model atmospheres. The metallicity of HD51959 and HD88035 are found to be near-solar; they exhibit enhanced abundances of neutron-capture elements. HD121447 is found to be moderately metal-poor with [Fe/H]=−0.65. While carbon is near-solar in the other two objects, HD121447 shows carbon enhancement at a level, [C/Fe]=0.82. Neutroncapture elements are highly enhanced with [X/Fe]>2 (X: Ba, La, Pr, Nd, Sm) in this object. The α-and iron-peak elements show abundances very similar to field giants with the same metallicity. From kinematic analysis all the three objects are found to be members of thin disk population with a high probability of 0.99, 0.99 and 0.92 for HD51959, HD88035 and HD121447 respectively.
INTRODUCTION
The chemically peculiar stars such as CH stars and barium stars that exhibit enhancement of slow neutron-capture elements in their surface chemical composition can provide observational constraints for models of neutron-capture nucleosynthesis that occur during the AGB phase of evolution of low and intermediate mass stars. Both the CH stars and barium stars are known to be binary systems (McClure 1983 (McClure , 1984 with a now invisible white dwarf companion. The companions produced the neutron-capture elements during their AGB phase of evolution and transferred these materials to the CH and barium stars through mass transfer mechanisms while evolving through the AGB phase. The mass transfer mechanisms are however not clearly understood. Although CH stars and barium stars show enhancement of slow neutron-capture elements and very similar in this respect, there are a few properties that make them distinct from each other. From kinematics, barium stars are known to be disk objects while CH stars belong to the halo of our Galaxy , Mennessier et al. 1997 . CH stars have high radial velocities and also they are metal-deficient (Hartwick and Cowley 1985) . Also barium stars have longer orbital period and greater eccentricities compared to the CH stars (Vanture 1992a . Another distinguishing feature is the C/O ratio which is less than unity in case of barium stars (Barbuy et al. 1992 , Allen and Barbuy 2006 , Drake and Pereira 2008 , Pereira and Drake 2009 and greater than unity in case of CH stars (Vanture 1992b, Pereira and Drake 2009 ). Luck and Bond (1991) analyzed a few barium stars that show strong CH band but weak C2 band and weak metallic lines. With the absence of strong C2 band in their spectra as they can not be placed in the group of CH stars, the authors categorized them as 'metal- deficient-barium stars', and referred them as population II analogs of classical barium stars. This thin line of difference raises questions concerning the evolutionary connection, and the exact relationship between 'metal-deficient barium stars' and the CH stars.
The three chemically peculiar stars that are the subject of this present study are listed in the CH star catalogue of Bartkevicius (1996) . However, as can be seen later our abundance analysis results indicate these objects to be more likely barium stars. So far, no previous studies on chemical composition of the stars HD 51959 and HD 88035 exist in literature. In section 2, we describe the source of the spectra of the programme stars and in section 3 we provide photometric temperatures of the stars. In section 4, we discuss abundance analysis and present the abundance results. In section 5 we have discussed briefly the kinematic analysis of the stars. Some discussions and conclusions are presented in section 6.
HIGH RESOLUTION SPECTRA OF THE PROGRAMME STARS
High resolution spectra for the programme stars are obtained from the FEROS (Fiber-fed Extended Range Optical Spectrograph) connected to the 1.52 m telescope at ESO, Chile. It covers the complete optical spectral range from 3500 -9000Å in a single exposure. The spectral resolution is R = 48000. FEROS is equipped with a 2K x 4K, 15µm pixel CCD. An image slicer (Kaufer 1998 ) is used to achieve the high spectral resolution. The basic data for the programme stars are listed in Table 1 . A few sample spectra of the programme stars are shown in figure 1.
TEMPERATURES FROM PHOTOMETRIC DATA
The photometric temperatures of the programme stars are calculated as described in Mahanta et al. (2016) by using the calibration equations for giants offered by Alonso et al. (1999 Alonso et al. ( , 2001 . The temperature estimates span a wide range. The photometric temperatures are used as initial values in an iterative process to obtain the spectroscopic temperature estimates. While the spectroscopic temperature estimate for HD 51959 matches closely with the temperature estimate from (J-H) colour calibration, the spectroscopic temperatures are much higher than those obtained from (J-H) and (J-K) calibrations in the case of other two objects. We note however that (J-H) and (J-K) calibrations give similar results in general as in the case of HD 88035 and HD 121447 but these two temperature estimates differ by about 400 K in case of HD 51959. The reason for such a large difference is difficult to understand if the 2MASS J, H, K values for this object are considered to be as accurate as for the other two stars. As strong CH molecular absorption affects the B band, we have not considered the empirical T ef f scale for the B-V colour. The JHK photometric temperature estimates were made to have a first hand temperature estimate for the stars. For our analysis we relied on spectroscopic temperature estimates derived using large numbers of clean Fe I and Fe II lines. The estimated values along with the spectroscopic temperatures are listed in Table 2 . (Figure 2 ). The microturbulent velocity at this temperature is fixed by demanding that there be no dependence of the derived Fe I abundances on the equivalent width of the corresponding lines (Figure 3 ). The The numbers within square brackets indicate errors in π. The numbers in the paranthesis indicate the metallicity values at which the temperatures are calculated.
SPECTRAL ANALYSIS
surface gravity is fixed at a value which makes the abundance of Fe from the Fe I and Fe II lines equal. Derived atmospheric parameters are presented in Table 4 . We have also determined the surface gravity (log g) using the parallaxes (π) from Van Leeuwen (2007) for HD 51959 and HD 121447. For the object HD 88035 we have adopted parallax value from GAIA (http://archives.esac.esa.int/gaia). This method is precise when parallaxes have small measurement uncertainty. The following relation is used
where
The bolometric corrections are determined using the empirical calibration of Alonso et al. (1999) with its erratum Alonso et al. (2001) (Table 1) . We have adopted solar values log g⊙ = 4.44, T ef f ⊙ = 5770 K and M bol ⊙ = 4.75 mag. The masses of the programme stars are derived from their locations in the Hertzsprung-Russell (HR) diagram using spectroscopic log T ef f along the x-axis and photometric log (L/L⊙) along y-axis, where evolutionary tracks (Girardy et al. 2000) are plotted for different masses (Figure 4 ). The estimated log (L/L⊙) values of our stars are in good agreement with estimates obtained for Barium giants by de Castro et al. (2016) . Errors in the mass estimates have maximum contribution coming from the errors in parallaxes. Error in parallaxes are 1.04, 0.219 and 0.8 mas for HD 51959, HD 88035 and HD121447 respectively. We have considered an error of 0.3 instead of 0.219 for HD 88035 since it is mentioned in the GAIA website that errors below 0.3 are very optimistic. The errors in the log (L/L⊙) estimates due to the errors in parallax values are 0.11, 0.09 and 0.24 for HD 51959, HD 88035 and HD121447 respectively.
Since our objects are of near solar metallicities, we have utilized the evolutionary tracks for the initial composition Z = 0.0198 and Y = 0.273. The estimated masses 1.3 ± 0.1, 2.2 ± 0.1 and 2.0 ± 0.4 M⊙ for HD 51959, HD 88035 and HD 121447 respectively are presented in Table 5 . The mass estimates are well within the range of model predictions by The estimated log g from this method are 3.7 ± 0.09 (HD 51959), 3.2 ± 0.03 (HD 88035) and 2.01 ± 0.05 (HD 121447). The uncertainty in log g estimates are mostly due to uncertainty in the parallax estimates that amounts to about 12.9% (HD 51959), 7.9% (HD 88035) and 27.3% (HD 121447). Although we have estimated log g values using parallax method for a first check, we have used spectroscopic estimates of log g for our calculations.
Elemental abundances
For most of the cases the elemental abundances are derived by the standard method using the measured equivalent widths. For a few elements which are known to be affected by the hyperfine splitting, we have used the spectral synthesis calculation to derive the abundances. The elemental (Table 9) , where ls represents light s-process elements Sr, Y and Zr and hs represents heavy s-process elements Ba, La, Ce, Nd and Sm whenever available. The lines used along with the abundances derived from the individual lines and the references for the log gf values adopted for our calculations are presented in Table 10 .
Uncertainties in metallicity and elemental abundances
We have derived the uncertinities in elemental abundances by varying the stellar atmospheric parameters T ef f , log g and microturbulence in the model atmosphere. The uncertainty due to temperature is determined by varying the temperatures by ± 100 K and recalculating the Fe abundance. Similarly by varying the log g value by ± 0.1 and microturbulent velocity by ± 0.1 km s −1 , we have calculated the corresponding uncertainties in abundances due to these changes. The total uncertainty is calculated using the standard equation of error calculations. We have assumed these values as the minimum error in the derived abundances. The uncertainty in log ǫ is the standard error when they are derived from more than one line; when abundances are derived using spectral synthesis calculations the uncertainty values are taken as ± 0.2 dex which gives a clear separation from adopted abundance value on either side of the observed spectrum. The uncertainty in [X/H] can be considered same as that for log ǫ since the adopted solar abundances are known to be precise and errors in the solar abundances can be neglected. In the case of [X/Fe], the source of uncertainty includes those from the measurement of [Fe/H] which adds up a minimum error of ∼ 0.10 dex.
Elemental abundance ratios: analysis and interpretation
The estimated carbon in HD 121447 is found to be enhanced and near solar in the other two objects (Tables 6, 7, 8) . The carbon abundances are measured using spectrum synthesis calculations of the weak C2 band at 5165Å (figure 5). Using this carbon abundance, the abundance of nitrogen is obtained from spectrum synthesis calculations of the CN bands at 4215Å (figure 6) and 8005Å . Nitrogen abundance derived from the CN red region and Ram et al. (2014) and used the most updated log gf values for the C2 lines in these regions. The abundances of oxygen in HD 51959 and HD 88035 are estimated from spectrum synthesis calculation of the oxygen triplet lines around 7774Å (figure 7). Although O I triplet is known to be affected by non-LTE conditions, the effect decreases in objects with higher gravities. These effects are also found to disappear for lines with equivalent widths below about 45 mÅ ; a discussion on these effects for K giants is available in Eriksson & Toft (1979) . Tomkin and Lambert (1979) have demonstrated in a sample of barium stars that carbon shows near solar values, oxygen is mildly deficient (∼ 0.1 dex), and, nitrogen is mildly enhanced with ∼ 0.3 dex. However, Barbuy et al. (1992) have found carbon abundances in the range −0.25 ≤ [C/Fe] ≤ 0.3 for a sample of barium stars; they noted that the less evolved Ba stars show high N abundances (Barbuy et al. 1992, Allen and . Estimated 12 C/ 13 C ratios obtained using spectrum synthesis calculations of the CN band at 8005Å (figure 8) are found to be small with values 10.1 and 7.3 for HD 88035 and HD 121447 respectively. The 12 C/ 13 C ratios are derived using the set of 12 CN lines at 8003.553, 8003.910Å and 13 CN features at 8004.554, 8004.728, 8004.781Å which are considered to be more reliable for this calculation.
The near solar Na abundances (Tables 6 & 7) Silicon and calcium show near solar values for HD 51959 and HD 88035 (Tables 6 & 7) , these values in HD 121447 are marginally higher than that normally seen in barium stars.
The abundance of Ti in case of HD 51959 is near solar (Table 6) , and marginally higher in HD 88035 and HD 121447. These values are consistent with those of de Castro's sample.
Abundance of Scandium is derived for HD 51959 and HD 88035 using spectrum synthesis calculation of Sc II line at 6245.63Å considering hyperfine structure from Prochaska & McWilliam (2000) . [Sc/Fe] is near solar in HD 51959 and mildly enhanced in HD 88035 (Tables 6, 7 ). The abundance of Sc could not be measured in HD 121447.
Abundance of V is estimated using spectrum synthesis calculation of V I line at 5727.028Å taking into account the hyperfine components from Kurucz data base (Table 6) The abundance of manganese is derived using spectrum synthesis calculation of 6013.51Å line taking into ac- Ce, Pr, Nd and Sm abundances are also found to be enhanced in all the three stars (Tables 6, 7, 8 Estimated [hs/ls] > 0 for HD 88035 and HD 121447 (where hs refers to the second peak s-process elements and ls refers to the first peak s-process elements) is an indication that the neutron exposures experienced in their AGB progenitor companions are sufficiently strong for the production of the more abundant 'hs' elements than the 'ls' elements.
KINEMATIC ANALYSIS
We have calculated the space velocity for the stars with respect to the Sun using the method of Johnson & Soderblom (1987) . The space velocity with respect to the Local Standard of Rest (LSR) is given by
where, (U, V, W )⊙ = (11.1, 12.2, 7.3) km/s (Schonrich et al., 2010) is the solar motion with respect to LSR and
where, B = T.A, T is the transformation matrix connecting the Galactic coordinate system and equatorial coordinate system, k = 4.74057 km s −1 equivalent of 1 AU in one year and µα and µ δ are proper motions in RA and Dec.
The estimates of the components of spatial velocity, ULSR, VLSR and WLSR measured along axes pointing towards the Galactic center, the direction of Galactic rotation and the North Galactic Pole respectively are with respect to the Local Standard of Rest (LSR). We have used the radial velocity estimate and the corresponding error estimate as measured by us. The estimates for proper motion are taken from SIMBAD. Distances are measured taking parallax values from SIMBAD and GAIA whenever available. The total spatial velocity of a star is given by,
The estimated components of spatial velocity and the total spatial velocity are presented in Table 13 . According to Chen et al. (2004) Vspa ≤ 85 km s −1 for a thin disk star. The total spatial velocities for all the three stars are found to be below this value.
We have also calculated the probability for the stars to be a member of thin disk, the thick disk or the halo population following the procedures of Reddy et al.(2006) , Bensby et al. (2003 Bensby et al. ( , 2004 and Mishenina et al. (2004) .
The estimated metallicities and low spatial velocities indicate the stars to be thin disk objects. The probability estimates for them being members of the thin disk population are 0.99, 0.99 and 0.92 for HD 51959, HD 88035 and HD 121447 respectively (Table 13) .
DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
Chemical analysis of three stars from the Bartkevicius (1996) catalogue of CH stars clearly shows spectral properties that are characteristics of barium stars. In particular, with [Ba/Fe] ∼ 0.81, the object HD 51959 seems to be a mild barium star, as assigned by Udry et al. (1998a Udry et al. ( , 1998b and Jorissen et al. (1998) , HD 88035 a potential member of strong barium stars, and HD 121447 a metal-poor barium star.
CH stars are known to be high velocity objects with Vrr ≥ ±100 km s −1 . None of the three objects is found to be a high velocity object (Table 4) . From kinematic analysis all the three stars are found to be members of thin disk population with high probability. From radial velocity variations Jorissen et al. (1998 Jorissen et al. ( , 2016 have measured a period of 185.7 days and eccentricity 0.01 for the object HD 121447. These values are in consistence with the majority of barium and CH stars. They have suggested this object to be an ellipsoidal variable. The orbital information for HD 88035 is not available in literature. HD 51959 is believed to be a long period (∼9488 days) object with an eccentricity of 0.58 (Jorissen et al. in preparation) . This is not surprising as barium stars are known to have longer orbital periods and greater eccentricities than their population II analogs, the CH stars.
All the three objects in our sample show enhancement in Nitrogen with [N/Fe] in the range 0.6 to 1.0 ( figure 11 ). An insightful discussion on C, N, O abundances of barium stars can be found in Smith (1984) . For the object HD 121447, that is common in his sample, the best values for C and O were found to be logN(C) = 8.7 and logN(O) = 8.8. Using these abundances of C and O he had derived Nitrogen abundance to be logN(N) = 8.4 for HD 121447. Our C and N abundance values are slightly lower with log N(C) = 8.6 and log N(N) = 8.14 for this object. We note however, that our stellar parameters for this object differ considerably with those of Smith (1984) (Table 12) . As discussed by many authors (Smith (1984) , Luck and Lambert (1985) , Barbuy et al. (1992) , Smiljanic et al. (2006) , Merle et al. (2016) The heavy elements abundance ratios observed in the three stars match closely with majority of barium stars in literature. This is clearly evident from a comparison of the estimates of the abundance ratios with those of de Castro et al. (2016) and Yang et al. (2016) (figure 13 ).
The objects HD 88035 and HD 121447 are peculiar with very high N abundance along with large enhancement of heavy-s process elements. This could possibly be due to the presence high mass companions to these objects where the neutron densities are expected to be high. The large N en- hancement in these objects could be due to HBB operating in the higher mass AGB companions of these objects. Moreover, higher enhancement of r-process elements Sm, Eu and Dy in these objects could also indicate the presence of higher neutron densities in their AGB companions (Cowan and Rose 1977) . But the derived low masses for these objects which represents a lower limit to the companion mass does not support the presence of higher mass companion. The numbers in the paranthesis in columns 5 -7 give the derived abundances from the respective line. References: 1. Kurucz & Peytremann (1975) , 2. Wiese et al. (1966 ), 3. Lincke & Ziegenbein (1971 ), 4. Kurucz (1975 Note. This table is available in its entirety in online only. A portion is shown here for guidance regarding its form and content. (2007)). Open circles indicate CH stars from Karinkuzhi & Goswami (2014 , 2015 .
